We investigated the superhump evolution, analysing optical photometric observations of the 2000 February-March, the 2002 October-November, and the 2006 September superoutbursts of SW UMa. The superhumps evolved in the same way after their appearance during the 2000 and the 2002 superoutbursts, and probably during the 2006 one. This indicates that the superhump evolution may be governed by the invariable binary parameters. We detected a periodicity in light curve after the end of the 2000 superoutburst without phase shift, which seems to be the remains of the superhumps. We found QPOs at the end stage of the 2000 and the 2002 superoutbursts, but failed to find extraordinarily large-amplitude QPOs called 'super-QPOs' which previously have been observed in SW UMa.
INTRODUCTION
Cataclysmic variables (CVs) are close binaries containing a white dwarf (primary) and a late-type star (secondary). The secondary fills its Roche-lobe, and transfers gas to the primary, so that if the primary star is non-magnetic, an accretion disk is formed from the material spiraling onto the white dwarf (for a review, see e.g. Warner 1995; Hellier 2001; Connon Smith 2007) .
Dwarf novae are a subclass of CVs, and undergo outbursts which are caused by the thermal instability in the accretion disk (Osaki 1974) . SU UMa-type dwarf novae are the most spectacular subgroup of the dwarf novae which are characterized by two distinct types of outbursts: more frequent normal outbursts lasting typically for a few days, and less frequent long and large-amplitude superoutbursts lasting for about two weeks. The most enigmatic feature of the superoutbursts is an occurrence of photometric light humps with an amplitude of about 0.2-0.3 mag, called "superhumps" which repeat with a few per-cent longer period than that of the orbital motion. Osaki (1989) has explained the general behavior of SU UMa stars by combining the thermal instability and the tidal instability. It is thus called the thermal-tidal instability model. According to this model, the disk radius is expanded at the beginning of the outburst by the increased viscosity. When an outburst pushes the outer disk beyond the critical radius for the 3:1 resonance, the tidal instability is triggered, producing a precessing eccentric disk. Superhumps can be explained as a beat phenomenon of the precession of the tidally deformed disk and the orbital motion of the system. SW UMa is an SU UMa-type dwarf nova with a short orbital period of 81.8 min (Shafter et al. 1986) , and various observations of this object were carried out so far. During the 1986 superoutburst, its superhumps were detected by Robinson et al. (1987) for the first time, and they determined the superhump period (P SH ) as to be 84.0 min (0.5833 days). Kato et al. (1992) found 'superQPOs' with an extraordinarily large amplitude of ∼ 0.2 mag and a period of ∼ 6 min during the 1992 superoutburst, which is a peculiar phenomenon of the superoutbursts of SW UMa. Semeniuk et al. (1997) found that the P SH was 0.05818(2) days, and the P SH derivative (P dot = P SH /P SH ) was 8.9 × 10 −5 during the 1996 superoutburst. Nogami et al. (1998) also detected P SH = 0.05818(2) days, and P dot = 8.8(0.7)× 10 −5 during the same superoutburst. Nogami et al. (1998) found QPOs, but failed to detect 'super-QPOs'. In quiescence, SW UMa is at V =16.5-17. A 15.9-min periodicity was discovered in its optical light curve, and also marginally detected in the soft Xray data by EXOSAT (Shafter et al. 1986 ). This indicates that SW UMa has the nature of an intermediate polar harboring a strongly magnetized white dwarf rotating with a period of 15.9 min. Recently, Pavlenko, Shugarov, Katysheva (2000) observed the late stage of the 2000 superoutburst of SW UMa, and found late superhumps with a period of 0.1197 days and the 15.9-min oscillations.
In this paper, we analysed the photometric observations of SW UMa during the 2000, 2002, and 2006 superoutbursts. The results of the analyses are summarized in the section 3. We will discuss the properties in light curves, the superhump evolution, and QPOs in the section 4. Our conclusions are put in the last section 5.
OBSERVATION
We analysed the data of time-resolved CCD photmetries by VSNET Collaborators. The summary of the observations is given in table 1, 2, 3, and 4. We also used the data from the AAVSO International Database and visual observations reported to VSNET for the supplement. Heliocentric corrections to the observation times, and correction for systematic differences between observers were applied before the following analysis. 
ANALYSIS AND RESULT

2000 Superoutburst
The light curve of the 2000 February-March superoutburst is shown in figure 1. This superoutburst ignited on HJD 2451586. The magnitude reached the maximum of 10.4 mag on HJD 2451588, and successively the object faded almost constantly from HJD 2451589 to HJD 2451600. After that, the object rebrightened with an amplitude of ∼ 0.1 mag on HJD 2451602. On HJD 2451605, the star entered the rapid fading phase, and for the following two weeks, there was no evidence of rebrightening outbursts which are often observed in WZ Sge-type dwarf novae and occasionally in SU UMa-type dwarf novae with a short orbital period.
We detected clear ordinary superhumps in separated two instances, from HJD 2451590 to HJD 2451597, and from HJD 2451602 to 2451605 (the left panel of figure  2 ). The superhump amplitude reached the first maximum of ∼ 0.3 mag on HJD 2451592, and gradually declined between HJD 2451593 and 2451600. However, it regrew and reached the second maximum of ∼ 0.2 mag on HJD 2451602. On HJD 2451606, at the end of rapid brightness decline of the outburst, the humps showed more complex shapes with an amplitude of ∼ 0.2 mag.
After subtracting the general trend by fitting first or second-order polynomials, we carried out the PDM method (Stellingwerf 1978) in order to measure the P SH , using the data set between HJD 2451592 and HJD 2451600, from the first maximum of the superhump amplitude to before the second. From the Theta-Frequency diagram of the PDM analysis (figure 3), we determined the mean superhump frequency to be 17.213(2) day −1 (P SH = 0.058096(6) days). The right panel of figure 2 shows the daily phase-averaged light curves folded by 0.058096 days, between HJD 2451590 and 2451606.
We measured the maximum times of the superhumps by eye (table 5). The cycle count (E) was set to be 1 at the first observed superhump maximum. A linear regression yields a following equation on the maximum timings:
Using this equation, we drew an O − C diagram for the maximum timings of the superhumps (figure 4). The O − C diagram represents a decreasing trend of the P SH around E = 20, a gradual increase of the P SH in the middle (around 20 < E < 200), and a decrease of the P SH again at the end (around E = 200). The O − C diagram between 25 < E < 203 can be fitted by the following quadratic,
From this equation, the mean P SH derivative in the middle stage (25 < E < 203) is estimated to be P dot = P SH /P SH = 7.1(3) × 10 −5 .
We applied the PDM method to the data sets at the end of this superoutburst, from HJD 2451603 to 2451606, and from HJD 2451607 to 2451610. The best estimated frequencies are 17.327(8) day −1 for the former term and 17.248(19) day −1 , which correspond to periods of 0.05771(3) and 0.05798(6) days, respectively (figure 5, 6). Figure 7 shows the daily light curves and daily phaseaveraged light curves of the end stage of this outburst (from HJD 2451603 to 2451610). The time of phase zero is the same as in figure 2, and the period used in folding is 0.0057714 days. Figure 8 shows the light curve of the 2002 OctoberNovember superoutburst. This superoutburst was detected at 11.3 mag on HJD 2452571, and the magnitude reached the maximum of 10.5 mag on HJD 2452572. The object faded almost constantly from HJD 2452575 to HJD 2452580. After the constant decline, the object rebrightened with an amplitude of ∼ 0.1 mag on HJD 2452584. On HJD 2452589, this object came back to quiescence, and no rebrightening outburst was observed for following the few weeks.
2002 Superoutburst
Faint modulations with an amplitude of ∼0.05 mag which are probably the seed of the superhump can be seen in the light curve on HJD 2452572, and clear superhumps were observed from HJD 2452574 to 2452588 (the left panel of figure 9 ). The superhump amplitude reached ∼0.2 mag on HJD 2452574, and gradually decreased after that (between HJD 2452575 and 2452582). It, then, grew up again around HJD 2452584. There are obscure humps with an amplitude of ∼0.5 mag in the light curve of HJD 2452589, near the quiescence level.
We determined the average superhump frequency to be 17.161(2) day −1 (P SH = 0.058271(5) days) by applying the PDM method to data between HJD 2452574 and 2452582, from the first amplitude maximum to before the second (figure 10). The right panel of figure 9 represents the daily phase-averaged light curves folded by 0.058271 days from HJD 2452572 to 2452588. We measured the maximum times of the superhumps by eye (table 6) . A linear regression yields the following equation:
Using equation 3, we obtained an O − C diagram for the timings of the superhump maxima of this superoutburst (figure 11). Figure 11 indicates that the P SH decreased around E = 10, and gradually increased around 10 < E < 150, and, subsequently, decreased again around E = 150. For 12 < E < 153, the best fitting quadratic equation is given by:
From this equation, the mean P SH derivative for 12 < E < 153 is estimated to be P dot = 9.1(6) × 10 −5 . Using the data set after the rapid decline phase (HJD 2452589 and 2452592), we carried out the PDM analysis. No plausible frequency was detected, however (figure 12).
2006 Superoutburst
The light curve of the 2006 September superoutburst is shown in figure 13 . This superoutburst started on HJD 2453991, and the magnitude became a maximum of 10.3 mag on HJD 245392. This object also showed a rebrightening at the late stage of this outburst (around HJD 2454009) as in the 2000 and the 2002 one. figure 14) . The superhump amplitude was increasing until HJD 2454000, and decreasing thereafter. Figure 15 shows the ThetaFrequency diagram of the PDM analysis of the data between HJD 2454000 and 2454009. After the first amplitude maximum, we determined the most probable superhump frequency to be 17.226(3) day −1 (P SH = 0.058050(10) days). The daily phase-averaged light curves folded by 0.058050 days between HJD 2453997 and 2454009 are exhibited in the right panel of figure 14 .
We measured the maximum times of the superhumps by eye (table 7) . A linear regression yields a following equation on the maximum timings:
We calculated the O−C values of the maximum timings of the superhumps, based on equation 5, and plotted them on figure 16. This figure shows a decreasing trend of the P SH around E = 30, and a gradual increase around E > 40. The O − C diagram between 46 < E < 200 can be fitted by the following quadratic,
This equation yields the mean P SH derivative for 46 < E < 200, P dot = 6.5(0.6) × 10 −5 . Figure 17 exhibits the long-term light curve of SW UMa, constructed from enormous number of visual observations reported to AAVSO in the past 40 years. We investigated the duration and maximum magnitude of each outburst using VSNET, AAVSO, and AFOEV archival data (table  8) , and checked them against previous works (table 1 in Wenzel & Richter 1986 , table 4 in Howell et al. 1995 . Most outbursts of SW UMa are a superoutburst, but the 1976 and the 1993 February outbursts are the only two certain normal outbursts, judging from their durations. A single observation of V = 12.2 on HJD 2443152 was reported to AFOEV, which seems an outburst, but can not be classified because of the lack of observations. Figure 18 shows the relation between the maximum magnitude of an outburst and the time after the preceding superoutburst. 
Outbursts of SW UMa
QPOs
After subtracting the mean superhump profile, we constructed power spectra of each day during the 2000, the 2002, and the 2006 superoutbursts in order to detect QPOs. The left panels in figure 19 are the power spectra from the data of HJD 2451605 and 2452587, and the strongest signals correspond to 11.3 min and 10.6 min, respectively. The right panels in figure 19 represent the phase-averaged light curves folded by the best estimated period.
DISCUSSION
Light Curve Properties
During three superoutbursts we investigated, the brightness decline was slowed down when the superhumps developed (see figures, 1, 2, 8, 9, 13, and 14) . Especially, there was a slight rebrightening at the same time when the regrowth of the superhump amplitude occurred during the 2000 and the 2002 superoutbursts. Since the emitted energy during an outburst is essentially given by the amount of mass accreted inward, this phenomenon indicates the regrowth of disk eccentricity and the resurgence of inward flow of material caused by the tidal torque in the accretion disk at the end stage of these outbursts. In the case of the 2006 superoutburst, although a rebrightening was observed at the end end stage of the outburst (HJD 2454009), we can trace the variation of the superhump amplitude due to the lack of the observation (figure 13). A regrowth of the superhump would have occurred during this superoutburst as the previous two superoutbursts.
Some SU UMa-type dwarf novae, e.g. SW UMa (Howell et al. 1995) and WX Cet (Kato 1995 , Sterken et al. 2007 ), show more various scales of superoutbursts than ordinary SU UMa-type dwarf novae. Osaki (1995) indicated that ifṀ is considered to be constant, the amplitude of a superoutburst is proportional to t wait−S , whereṀ is the mass transfer rate from the secondary, and t wait−S is the waiting time for the next superoutburst after which any normal outburst can trigger a superoutburst. Figure  18 shows that the maximum magnitude of a superoutburst has roughly linear correlation with the time after the preceding superoutburst (recurrence time, t S ), which seems to confirm the prediction by Osaki (1995) , although t wait−S is not strictly equal to t S . On the other hand, superoutbursts after almost the same recurrence time showed somewhat different maximum magnitudes. The mass transfer rate can not be always regarded as constant.
Osaki (1995) also provided a model for WZ Sge-type dwarf novae which are a very inactive subgroup of SU UMa stars, and thought to be an end product of the CV evolution. Their model explained some of the observational properties of WZ Sge stars; for example, the extremely long recurrence time of superoutbursts (1000-10000 days), no (or few) normal outbursts, and the large amplitude of superoutbursts (6-8 mag). According to Osaki (1995) , for dwarf novae with a moderately low mass transfer rate, the recurrence time of the normal outbursts, t N , is proportional to the inverse square ofṀ , and t wait−S is proportional to the inverse ofṀ . They presented the number of outbursts in one supercycle as the number of normal outbursts∝ t wait−S /t N ∝Ṁ , (7) provided that t wait−S > t N . They suggested that if the mass transfer rate further decreases, we have t wait−S < t N . Then every normal outburst triggers a superoutburst; this case corresponds to WZ Sge stars. In SW UMa, the recurrence times of superoutbursts are about 400 to 1500 days, and these are somewhat shorter compared with WZ Sge stars (for example, about 30 years for WZ Sge itself). However, there is no (or few) normal outbursts in SW UMa, like WZ Sge stars. Therefore, this object has a relatively small mass transfer rate corresponding to t wait−S ∼ t N , and it is going to evolve into WZ Sge type. The short orbital period of SW UMa is also consistent with the conclusion. This is also applicable in some SU UMa-type dwarf novae, e.g. WX Cet (Sterken et al. 2007) and BC UMa (Maehara et al. 2007 ).
Superhump Evolution
We will compare the superhump evolution during well observed superoutbursts of SW UMa, the 2000, the 2002, the 2006, and the 1996 superoutbursts. The delay time of appearance of the superhumps after the onset of the superoutburst was somewhat different in these four superoutbursts: the delay was about 4 days for the 2000 one (maximum magnitue, m max = 10.4), 2 days for the 2002 one (m max = 10.5), 6 days for the 2006 one (m max = 10.3), and 4 days for the 1996 one (m max = 9.7, Nogami et al. 1998) . Lubow (1991) showed that the growth rate of the 3:1 resonance is proportional to q 2 (mass ratio q = M 2 /M 1 , where M 1 and M 2 are the masses of the primary white dwarf and the secondary star, respectively). This can not explain the variation of the delay time in the same object, however. Osaki & Meyer (2003) , on the other hand, proposed that the suppression of the 3:1 resonance by the 2:1 resonance is the main cause of the long delay time in superoutbursts of WZ Sge stars. As mentioned by Kato et al. (2008) , this interpretation predicts the variation of the delay time in the same object with a quite low mass ratio depending on the maximum radius of the accretion disk at the onset of superoutbursts. They also suggested that the suppresion by the 2:1 resonance seems the cause of the variation of the delay time in SW UMa. The superoutbursts of SW UMa we investigated seems to agree with the trend suggested by Kato et al. (2008) . Our investigation also indicates that the delay time was different, but the superhumps showed the same evolutional trend after their appearance during these four superoutbursts as below.
During the 2000 superoutburst, after the appearance of the superhumps, the superhump amplitude reached the first maximum on HJD 2451592, gradually declined between HJD 2451593 and 2451600, then started to regrow, and finally reached the second maximum on HJD 2451602 (the left panel of figure 2 ). The O − C dia- gram on the maximum timings of the superhumps represents that the superhump period decreased around HJD 2451592, increased with the P dot = 7.1(3) × 10 −5 between HJD 2451592 and 2452602, and decreased again around HJD 2451602 (figure 4).
In the case of the 2002 superoutburst, although the first developing phase of the superhump was not observed well, the superhumps traced the same evolution as those during the 2000 one. The superhump period decreased around HJD 2452575 (probably the superhump amplitude reached the first maximum around here), and then increased with the P dot = 9.1(6)× 10 −5 from the first maximum until the second maximum of the superhump amplitude (between HJD 2452575 and 2452584) . Successively, it decreased again around HJD 2452584 ( figure 9 and 11) .
The second maximum of the superhump amplitude accompanying the decrease of the superhump period at the end of the bright plateau stage could not be found during the 2006 superoutburst, due to the lack of the observation (see also section 4.1). At the early and middle stage, however, the superhumps also showed the same trend as those during the 2000 superoutburst. The superhump period decreased around the time of the amplitude maximum, and it gradually increased thereafter with the P dot = 6.5(6) × 10 −5 ( figure 14 and 16 ). Further, there is a sign of the same evolution of the superhumps during the 1996 one, although it was observed only at the middle stage. The superhump period increased with the P dot = 8.9(1.0) days cycle −1 while the superhump amplitude were decreasing, and the amplitude regrew at the end of the increase of the period (see figure 2 and 3 in Semeniuk et al. 1997) .
After their appearance, the superhumps showed the same evolutional trend during the 2000 and the 2002 superoutbursts. This evolution agrees with the phenomenological suggestion by Soejima et al. (2009) :the increase of the superhump period accompanies the regrowth of the amplitude, and during a superoutburst with a regrowth of the superhump amplitude, the superhump period decreases around the first maximum of the amplitude, successively gradually increases until the second maximum of the amplitude, and decreases again after that. Since the superhumps during the 2006 and the 1996 ones showed the increase of the period and some similarities with those during the 2000 and the 2002 ones, the suggestion on the superhump evolution by Soejima et al. (2009) also seems applicable to the superhumps during these two superoutbursts. This same trend of superhump evolution during these four superoutbursts indicates that superhump evolution may be governed by invariable binary parameters, such as the mass ratio, the orbital period, and so on.
However, if the superhump evolution is different in superoutbrursts of the same object, it is suggested to be affected by the variable features, e.g., the recurrence time of the outburst 1 . As described above, the superhumps showed an increase of their period during all well observed superoutbursts of SW UMa. Kato et al. (1998) suggested that the outward propagation of the eccentricity generated at the 3:1 resonance radius leads to the increase of the superhump period. This predicts that, if the accretion disk does not expand sufficiently beyond the 3:1 resonance, the eccentricity can not propagate outward, and the superhump period can not increase. Since the superhumps showed a period increase, the accretion disk seemed to expand enough in the superoutbursts of SW UMa we investigated. These superoutbursts took place more than 500 days after the preceding superoutburst (table 8 and figure 18). It may be possible, however, that superoutbursts occur with a minimum recurrence time of ∼ 400 1 Although Uemura et al. (2005) found a difference of the derivative of the superhump period between during the 2001 and the 2004 superoutbursts of TV Crv, Kato et al. (in prep.) reanalysed the data, and suggest that the interpretation by Uemura et al. (2005) could not be confirmed.
days before sufficient mass is accumulated in the accretion disk. If different superhump evolutions are observed in different superoutbursts of one object, this will be a key to reveal which binary parameters govern the superhump evolution. Therefore, observation are required on superoutbursts of SW UMa which take place after shorter recurrence time in the future.
Detailed analyses have been also carried out in a few other SU UMa-type dwarf novae repeatedly during different superoutbursts; e.g., the 1989 one (O'Donoghue et al. 1991) , the 1998 one (Kato et al. 2001a , Howell et al. 2002 , the 2001 and the 2004 ones (Sterken et al. 2007 ) for WX Cet, the 2002 May and the 2006 ones for V844 Her (Oizumi et al. 2007 ), the 1992 one (Kato et al. 2001b ) and the 2002 one (Ishioka et al. 2003) for HV Vir. However, there is also a need for investigations on various superoutbursts of each object such as SW UMa, since clear differences of the superhump evolution have not been found.
Humps After Superoutbursts
After the rapid decline phase of superoutbursts, some SU UMa-type dwarf novae show periodic modulations with the ordinary superhump period, but the phase is shifted by typically ∼ 0.5. This phenomenon is called 'late superhumps' (Haefner et al 1979 , Vogt 1983 , van der Woerd et al. 1988 ).
In the light curves of the 2002 superoutburst of SW UMa, the superhumps seem to have two peaks (the primary peaks, and the secondary peaks are indicated by solid arrows and dashed arrows, respectively in figure 9 ). At the beginning, the primary humps were prominent, and the secondary humps progressively increased their amplitude at the end stage of the superoutburst. Such growth of secondary humps were also observed in SW UMa during the 1986 superoutbursts (Robinson et al. 1987) , the 1991 one (Kato et al. 1992) , the 1996 one (Semeniuk et al. 1997) , and the 2000 one (this paper), and in addition, during superoutbursts of other objects (e.g. Schoembs & Vogt 1980 , Udalski 1990 ). Schoembs & Vogt (1980) and Warner (1995) suggested that such secondary humps develop into late superhumps. If secondary humps replace the primary during the end stage of the superoutburst, and these humps have been regarded as late superhumps, it is naturally explained that late superhumps have shown the same period as that of the ordinary superhumps and the shifted phase in previous works.
We observed humps on HJD 2451606, at the end of the rapid decline phase of the 2000 superoutburst of SW UMa (figure 2). Although no hump was clearly visible after HJD 2451606, we obtained a periodicity of 0.05798 days from the data between HJD 2451607 and 2451610. This period is close to the superhump period at the end stage of the outburst (0.05771 days), between HJD 2451603 and 2451606. However, no obvious phase shift of ∼ 0.5 was observed (figure 7). Humps after the rapid decline phase of the 2000 superoutburst, therefore, seems not late superhumps, but the remains of the ordinary superhumps.
QPOs
Quasi-Periodic Oscillations (QPOs) are observed in light curves of CVs and in X-ray binaries (see e.g. Warner & Woudt 2008) . The typical amplitude and period are ∼ 0.01 mag and ∼ 300 s, respectively, for CVs. In SW UMa, Robinson et al. (1987) observed QPOs which had a amplitude of up to ∼ 0.01 mag and a period of ∼ 4.8 min during the 1986 superoutburst. Following this, as mentioned in section 1, Kato et al. (1992) discovered unusually large-amplitude QPOs (∼ 0.2 mag) with a period of ∼ 6.1 min during the 1992 superoutburst, and called them 'super-QPOs'. Although Warner et al. (2003) also observed large QPOs with an amplitude of ∼ 0.2 mag in quiescence of a dwarf nova, WX Hyi, such large QPOs are very rare in CVs. During the 1996 superoutburst of SW UMa, Nogami et al. (1998) found ordinary QPOs with an amplitude of ∼ 0.01 mag and a period of ∼ 5.3 min, but they failed to detect so-called 'super-QPOs'.
We detected QPOs with an amplitude of ∼ 0.02 mag at the end stage of the 2000 and the 2002 superoutbursts ( figure 19 ), but could not find super-QPOs with such a large amplitude of ∼ 0.2 mag. These QPOs we detected had a period of ∼ 11 min, which is about twice as long as those detected at the early or middle stage of superoutbursts of SW UMa in previous works. QPOs with a similar period detected at the similar phase of two outbursts in our data indicate that these QPOs might have the same ogirin.
CONCLUSION
Our main conclusion in this paper is summarized below:
1. We investigated superhump evolutions during the 2000, the 2002, and the 2006 superoutbursts. After their appearance, the superhumps showed the same evolution during these superoutbursts, which implies that the superhump evolution may be governed by the invariable binary parameters, such as the mass ratio, the orbital period, and so on. 2. After the end of the 2000 superoutburst, we detected a periodicity close to the superhump in the light curve, but the phase shift which commonly accompanies late superhumps was not found. 3. We found QPOs at the end stage of the 2000 and the 2002 superoutbursts, but failed to detect so-called 'super-QPOs' during three superoutbursts we investigated.
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